
 

 

BNS Wax Recommendation 
SISU SKI FEST 

1/12/13 
Event Information- 
www.sisuskifest.com 
21/42km Skate/Classic marathon in Ironwood, Michigan 
Weather 
(1/10/13 NWS) 
Friday Night – 40% chance of rain.  Patchy Fog.  Otherwise, Mostly cloudy, with a low around 33.  South 
wind, with gusts as high as 20mph. 
Saturday – 30% chance of snow showers, mainly after noon.  Mostly cloudy, with a temps falling to 
around 21 by 5pm.  Breezy, with a south wind 15-25mph, with gusts as high as 35mph. 
 
Recommendation: 
Base Layer: SkiGo LF Graphite 
Race Paraffin: Holmenkol Black Yellow 
Fluoro Powder: SkiGo C22 Powder 
Topcoat: C22 liquid of rain, 105 solid if snow 
Structure: Finite V05 (course broken 0.5mm) 
Kick: Guru 39 Klister or Start Wide as base, with Guru 39, or Rode Universal mixed with Rode Rossa, or 
Swix KR60.  SkiGo HF Violet Kick as cover if new snow. 
 
Test Discussion- 
Minimal testing opportunities because of changing weather up to race start.  Good experience with these 
wax combinations and structure in similar conditions. 
 
CONCLUSIONARY NOTES – The exact weather is a bit hard to predict with chances of rain, and or snow on Saturday 
morning depending on when the front hits.   For sure it will be icy and fast.  Record times?   If rain; make sure you are dressed 
warm and go on the heavier side for ski structure If snow; slightly less structure, Skigo 105 top coat, and 
eyewear.  Good Luck! 
 
 
note: BNS imports Holmenkol and SkiGo waxes, and also sells waxes from Swix, Toko, Rode, Solda, Rex, Guru, Innovax, Magnar and others. We search for the 
fastest waxes for our customers and our testing is professional, objective and transparent. We make our best effort to test what we think is the best from each 
brand.  However, given that we are testing more options from Holmenkol and SkiGo, there is a bias toward those brands.  With this full disclosure, you can assess 
the legitimacy of our testing yourself. Visit Swix and Toko for their official recommendations. If you have any questions please contact us. 
 
 
 

 

http://www.sisuskifest.com/
http://swixracing.us/nordic/waxrec.php
http://tokous.com/racewaxtips.htm
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